Unemployment – A Major Challenge
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Hundreds of men, once on construction, now wearing tattered clothing, gather shortly before dawn at major intersections throughout Kabul and other Afghan cities. Displaying primitive signs such as a level of a tractor, they seek labor that is often available for only a few days of the week. "That is just a few Afghanis for a day's work," employees circle the intersections, eying the crowds. Usually they are looking for one or two workers for common construction tasks. Before they even stop, dozens of men start following their vehicle, fighting with each other to get one of perhaps five or six jobs available. Several men even stand and hold all day for someone to come and hire them as laborers. Most of them are not lucky enough to find work and those who find work earn sometimes only 20,000 Afghanis per day. The last resorts for these men, who are unable to find jobs, are filled with great disappointment and they worry how to put food in their tables today. It is a reality of concern for people who lost their jobs through no fault of their own and are just trying to stay alive. Despite billions of dollars from abroad to develop this impoverished country since the U.S.-led invasion toppled the Taliban regime in 2001, roughly 12 million people, or eight out of every 10 working age Afghans are unemployed today, according to an international Labor Organization report.

The major challenge faced by Afghan's economy is one of providing opportunities for income generation to the fast-growing labor force. With the country's population growing at an alarming rate, first priority is obviously job creation. However, the current political stagmat

The post-2014 withdrawal of international troops will undoubtedly create a high level of instability in the economy of Afghanistan. The current economic situation is so complex that any think-tank might have thought of a similar economic scenario in other countries. The post-2014 withdrawal of international troops from the country and the story of war are not new. Millions of people have been displaced from their homes and have come to this country. The government and the international community are committed to providing protection and stability for them. The Afghan government will be required to address the needs of internally displaced persons and refugees.
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